Introduction
This supporting information provides (1) a detailed description of GPS processing strategy, (2) the recipe for implementing a Kalman filter and constructing a geodogram, and
(3) the method used to construct common-mode filtering. The file also contains additional figures to support the main text.
Text S1. GPS Processing Strategy
We reprocessed data from 39 continuous GPS stations using GIPSY-OASIS version 6.2 from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and JPL Repro 2.1 final fiducialfree satellite orbits and clocks [Zumberge et al., 1997] . IGS08 absolute phase center variations (PCVs) were simultaneously applied to both satellite and receiver antennas [Schmid et al., 2007] . Tidal effects from solid Earth, pole, and ocean tides were modeled and corrected. Ocean tide loading was calculated by Onsala Space Observatory (http://holt.oso.chalmers.se/loading/) using the FES2004 model with respect to the centre of mass of the solid Earth, atmosphere, and ocean combined [Lyard et al., 2006] .
Tropospheric wet zenith delays and horizontal gradients were estimated as random-walk parameters [Bar-Sever et al., 1998 ]. Tropospheric zenith delays were mapped to slant delays down to a minimum elevation angle of 7 • using the updated Vienna mapping functions in a grid file database (VMF1GRID) [Boehm et al., 2006] . Single-receiver ambiguity resolution was applied to resolve phase ambiguities [Bertiger et al., 2010] .
The resulting fiducial-free daily positions were first transformed to the International Terrestrial Reference Frame 2008 (ITRF2008) [Altamimi et al., 2011] frame [Altamimi et al., 2012] .
Text S2. Kalman Filtering and Geodogram
We used the Rauch-Tung-Striebel (RTS) forward-backward Kalman filter and smoother [Simon, 2006 ] to filter the residual position time series and estimate instantaneous residual velocity time series. We followed the RTS recipe provided on pages 293-294 of Simon [2006] for basic steps, but we constructed a linear system specifically for our problem.
Since the residual position time series already had long-term rates, annual and semiannual, coseismic, and postseismic signals removed, we thus used the simple linear system below to describe the residual position time series.
where y k is the measurement (residual position for this case) at epoch k, b k is the estimated residual position at epoch k, v k−1 is the estimated instantaneous velocity from t k−1 to t k , and e k is the measurement noise.
This linear system can be written in a more generalized matrix form as follows: The nature of a Kalman filter is to find an optimal estimate from noisy data by filtering out the noise. However, noise or signal is, to some degree, relative and exchangeable.
An optimal estimate thus highly depends on a priori knowledge about the uncertainties of data and parameters to be estimated. For the purpose of searching for transient motions, we assumed random walk noise for velocity to allow it changing stochastically with time; meanwhile we kept the measurement noise e k and position noise to be zero mean Gaussian white noise. As a result, the covariance matrix for the data is R = σ 2 i δ ij , while the covariance matrix for the state vector is
are variances for measurement, position, and velocity, respectively. By adjusting these variance values to constrain the degree of smoothing, we obtained an optimal estimate that captured transient velocity changes above the noise level.
In order to better visualize the temporal and spatial changes of transient motions, we 
Text S3. Common-mode Filtering
We constructed a common-mode filter using the method provided in Davis et al. [1999] .
The residual position time series y i for station i can be modeled as follows:
where t 0 is an arbitrary reference time, t k is the epoch, b i is the nominal position for station i, v i is the velocity for station i, c k is the common-mode noise constant for all stations at epoch t k , and e ik is the zero mean noise specific for station i at epoch t k .
In addition to equation (6), two more conditions need to be satisfied. First, the average of the common-mode noise is required to be zero; second, there is no slope in the common-
The strategy was to use all the residual time series from chosen stations to simultaneously solve for their b i , v i , and c k with the two additional conditions. To estimate c k , at least three different stations were required to be available for epoch t k , otherwise this epoch would be disregarded.
Because of the differences we noticed in the residual position time series between northern and southern SuGAr stations, we constructed separately two different common-mode signals for northern and southern stations (Figures S13 and S14). All the stations used to construct the common-mode filters were absent of anomalous wiggles and ramps so that the chance of introducing biases into the final filter was minimized. Figure Figure S12 . Position geodograms for unfiltered residual time series. Up Figure S23 . 
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